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“The bible for bread baking”—a favorite among renowned chefs and novice bakers alike—now
updated for a new generation (The Washington Post)Beloved by professional and at-home
bakers for decades, this indispensable bread making guide is the perfect book for new bakers
building their skills or for those looking to expand their repertoire. In this deluxe edition, the same
gentle, clear instructions and wonderful recipes created by the then-head cook at Tassajara Zen
Mountain Center in California are now presented in a new paperback format with an updated
interior design. Edward Espe Brown’s easy-to-follow instructions for a variety of yeasted breads,
sourdough breads, quick breads, pastries, and desserts will teach you about the baking process
and turn you into a bread making expert. “A baking Zen priest after [our] own heart!” —O, The
Oprah Magazine

“The bible for bread baking.” —The Washington Post“A baking Zen priest after [our] own heart!”
—O, The Oprah Magazine“This was the first cookbook I ever bought for myself back when it was
first published. To this day, I consider The Tassajara Bread Book to have been a major influence
not just on my cooking and baking, but on my attitude and philosophy about food in general.
Thank you, Ed Brown, for this lasting gift.” —Mollie Katzen, author of Moosewood Cookbook “I
feel a special fondness for this book, which helped launch me on my way to baking bread.
Edward Brown’s warmth shines through on every page, the recipes remain wonderfully unusual
(I love the three-layer corn bread, which I’ve never seen elsewhere), and the overall experience
is one of brilliant simplicity.” —Mark Bittman, author of How to Cook Everything“Like thousands
of cooks of my generation, I have in my kitchen an ancient volume of The Tassajara Bread Book,
its cover gritty with flour, its spine cracked from use, its pages stained with molasses, and dog-
eared with decades of perusal. It is the book that taught me how to make bread and its simple
wisdom has been present in every loaf I have baked. I will recommend it with enthusiasm to a
new generation of cooks.” —Steve Raichlen, author of The Barbeque Bible“This little book has
long been a guide for those who want to bake but don’t know where to begin.” —Deborah
Madison, author of Vegetarian Cooking for EveryoneAbout the AuthorEdward Espe Brown
began cooking and practicing Zen in 1965. He was the first head resident cook at Tassajara Zen
Mountain Center from 1967 to 1970. He later worked at the celebrated Greens Restaurant in
San Francisco, serving as busboy, waiter, floor manager, wine buyer, cashier, host, and
manager. Ordained a priest by Shunryu Suzuki Roshi, he has taught meditation retreats and
vegetarian cooking classes throughout North America and Europe. He is the author of several
cookbooks and the editor of Not Always So, a book of lectures by Shunryu Suzuki Roshi. He is
the subject of the critically acclaimed 2007 film How to Cook Your Life.
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This is a sample. The number of pages displayed is limited. Pages 9 - 165 are not
included in this sample.    

The Complete Tassajara Cookbook: Recipes, Techniques, and Reflections from the Famed Zen
Kitchen Bread Illustrated: A Step-By-Step Guide to Achieving Bakery-Quality Results At Home
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Richard L Wright, “Great bread recipes. This book was a gift. If you know a person who loves
baking breads—this is it.”

John, “Great basic bread. The complaints about the book were that it was in an ole hippie style
writing. I've always hated healthy simple flavorless recipes. No reference to benefits of
Monsanto in the book,  why bother?  (its an awesome reference and a great read)”

akrobert, “Great and Classic book, ok printing. I grew up with this book, with my family baking
bread from it a couple of times a year. Grew up with stories of 'yeastie beasties'. Wanted my
own copy, and figured others in my family would appreciate. Actually purchased four copies of
this. So, several got this for Christmas. Two of the recipients of this book are tactile people who
enjoy doing things with their hands. The third was given this book as a form of therapy after
heart surgery.For those that aren't familiar with this book, it's more like bread theory in an easy
and laid-back to read, almost proverbial form. Lots of basic tips which I've even applied to other
types of cooking not in this book. IE, how to care for yeast, start new sour-dough starters from
rice, rules for oil and eggs. All bakers stand to gain from this book. This book is next to my copy
of Joy of Cooking.Tassajara Bread Book was written around the Zen Center in San Francisco in
the 60s, originally published in 1970. The story I heard growing up, which I don't think is in the
book, was that Zen practitioners get a task associated with their meditation, and this book is an
example of the results of one of those tasks. For the author, Edward Espe Brown, this was
supposedly his task to master. In the book, Edward describes bread-making as his calling.Was
pleasantly surprised to see this is hard-back. One of the books was not in ideal condition, the
spine was mis-glued. Has a few color images."Flowers are angels from distant stars come down
to earth with their heavenly message. The more time you spend with them, the more you touch
them, tend them, sit with them, regard them, the more you hear their message." ... "To wait on
yeast is to feed, keep house, keep it warm, clean its air, empty its garbage, and cater to it's
whims. Getting angry at its failings does not help. Providing patient, loving care and food for
growth does...."”

Francisca Trujillo-Dalbey, “Best bread book on the market. A real classic!. I've been using this
book for 45 years and bought it for a young friend of mine! Best bread book ever!”

N. Meltzer, “The Bible of Baking. The bible of bread baking, and a classic for decades. My
mom's first bread book 40 years ago, my first bread book 10 years, and now I often give it as a
housewarming gift. The recipes are easy to follow and provide a comprehensive understanding
of the process. The recipes span the genres of bread from sandwich loaves, to breakfast items,
to desserts and even sourdough. Brown is a holistic baker, which I mean he uses a lot of whole
wheat flour, encourages use of fresh ingredients readily available, and is flexible within his



recipes. By far my favorite part of the book is Brown's attitude towards baking, and cooking in
general--one that emphasizes the process as much as the product, and is forward about a good
baker's best ingredient is a love of baking. Perhaps a little too "touchy feely" for some, this book
single handedly taught me to bake excellent bread!The basic recipe, honey oat sandwich loaf,
french bread, and multi grain are all good. English muffins are surprisingly easy and so much
better than store bought. The sourdough pancakes are amazing. And the muffin recipe is so
simple and delicious. Sometimes I double the sweetener (still doesn't make things anywhere
near as sweet as store bought). Would give 5 stars, but don't love the new format of the book--
the old one use to be more compact and easier to understand for counter top use.”

Todd M., “It was a big help though we didn’t like most of the recipes.. This book was very helpful
in the bread making techniques which did help me a lot but we really didn’t like most of the
breads made from the included recipes. Bread making is part science and part how you handle
your dough and just buying a book doesn’t solve all the issues but it can improve your technique
as it did mine. Equipment is also a big part of it and years of trying electric bread makers and
several vintage Sunbeam Mixmasters to knead the dough just didn’t do it for me. A Kitchenaid
stand mixer finally solved the kneading issue and if you’re still using an electric bread maker
you’re likely not going to find this book helpful. I’m getting consistently good breads now and the
chemistry of the ingredients is no longer such a mystery and even at 4500-feet elevation
everything from breads to rolls are much better. It lost a star for the unappealing recipes.”

Fire Boy, “Best cornbread recipe. The three layer corn bread is my favorite corn bread recipe.
You can use the leftovers sliced and coated with whipped egg as three-layered French toast with
syrup.Tassajara pancakes are so light - also a favorite.”

Bergerhofer, “Bread & Zen. Got turned on to Edward Espe Brown from the documentary, "How
to Cook Your Life." A passage in the movie struck a chord with me. Edward talked about how
breadmaking helped your hands be the best they can be. It stimulates pressure points and uses
muscles differently. I put the book on my wish list.Since receiving the book, I have made several
batches of bread, cinnamon rolls, and pizza crust. Every recipe has tasted wonderful. It also has
provided a good conversation point with my wife and kids as they are interested in what I am
doing and what yummy things they might get to eat.The book is written is a very educational
style with clear steps and diagrams. Edward provides a good tip of preparing the basic recipe as
it is, the first time. This allows you to get a grasp on the process, build a little confidence, and
know how the dough should look and feel as you move along. Further in the book, there is a
balance between guidance and the freedom to make your own choices and observe the
outcome.I have a new respect for breadmaking. This book has helped to feed my body and soul
a bit. I would highly recommend it for beginners, discoverers, and anyone who is looking to find a
little happiness and some patience.”



Andy Kokuu McLellan, “One of my favourite books ever. Although I knew how to make bread
before I bought this book, I can say with certainty that Edward Epse's excellent advice has taken
my baking skills onto a whole new level. There are so many wonderful recipes in here including
Swedish rye bread (with orange peel and caraway seeds - yum!), oat bread, rosemary foccacia,
unyeasted Tibetan barley bread and muffins, cakes, pastries and many more. Bread making is
something I find to be very therapeutic and to have a delicious loaf at the end of it is a great
bonus. It is much easier than many people would think (seriously, you really don't need a bread
maker - use your hands to feel the beautiful texture of just-risen dough) and this book is all you
need to explore baking for the rest of your life. As if all the practical and down-to-earth
instruction on kneading and proving wasn't enough, Epse adds little nuggets of Zen wisdom and
poetry in amongst it all to keep your kitchen a calm place. There really aren't enough books in
existence like this one.  It's a gem.”

Audrey P, “Great find. Very pleased to have found this book, have been baking bread of a couple
of years now thanks to Paul Hollywood and this is an excellent book to expand my baking
knowledge with new techniques and recipes. Bought the book used through Awesome Books
and was very pleased with their service. I really look forward to getting into this book.”

Doria, “Almost foolproof method of making many different kinds of bread.. Bread-making using
the "sponge" method. It requires and extra proving, so takes time but you can do other things
while its rising, and it's almost foolproof.It includes recipes for nearly every kind of bread, from
Serious Loaves of Wholemeal, to frivolous party bread.”

T. Barwood, “This book is a classic. Every alternative kitchen in the seventies had one.. It is a
way into baking bread as a lifestyle philosophy reconnecting with paying attention to what one
eats.”

The book by Edward Espe Brown has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 534 people have provided
feedback.
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